PRESS RELEASE: Motofix Group gains Volkswagen Group approval at Northampton
repair site

19 November 2019

Motofix Group are delighted to have secured Volkswagen Group (VWG) approval at their
Northampton facility, making it their sixth accident repair centre to be added to the VWG
repair network. The approval includes VWG’s manufacturer brands Audi, Volkswagen.
Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles, SEAT and ŠKODA.
VWG approvals are already in place at the Group’s Aldershot, Exeter, High Wycombe,
Oxford and Swindon branches. The addition of Motofix Northampton to VWG’s network
demonstrates the Group’s commitment to upholding the manufacturer’s standard repair
capabilities at their sites.
Franco Iannotta, VWG Bodyshop Development Manager, said: “I am delighted to welcome
Motofix Northampton to the VWG UK Paint & Body Approved Network.
In recent times, VWG UK have strengthened the repair capability requirements, which
means even more investment in bodyshop facilities, people skills and equipment to safely
repair our current and future vehicle technologies, including new driver safety assistance
technology and electric and hybrid drivetrains.
It is testament to the Motofix Group and its six VWG UK Approved repairers that they invest
today to safely repair tomorrow’s cars.”
Sue Cripps, Standards & Compliance General Manager for Motofix, said: “we’re thrilled that
we’ve gained our sixth site approval from such a well-established and respected vehicle
manufacturer of some of the world’s most recognised brands. We’ve clearly established our
high standards of compliance and continuous investment in our future, which fits perfectly
with VWG’s vision and objectives to enhance their repair efficiencies.”

Ends

Motofix Accident Repair Centres
Headquartered in Surrey, the Motofix Group is a leading vehicle body repair provider with
eight specialist service delivery centres in the South and Southwest of England. Employing a
skilled workforce of more than 250 people, the Group repairs over 18,000 vehicles annually
and holds corporate compliance and service reputation as core brand values. Motofix is
endorsed by 24 vehicle manufacturers, including some of the world’s leading brands. All
sites hold the prestige BSI Kitemark accreditation and selected sites now offer ADAS and
structural aluminum repair capability.
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